JOIN THE VICTIM SERVICES UNIT FAMILY

Help victims in your community with...

- ...with concerns about safety and security immediately following a criminal incident.
- ...by answering questions about the criminal justice process and what will likely happen next.
- ...identifying local resources and financial compensation support.
- ...contacting family, friends, employers on their behalf when the words are too difficult to say.
- ...explaining the different emotional burdens that can be experienced as a result of the incident.
- ...assisting with a long term safety planning that could help them remain safe.
- AND SO MUCH MORE!

To qualify for consideration as Victim Services Specialist...

- Minimum age of 21 years
- High School Diploma or GED
- Valid Colorado driver’s license
- Must be a United States citizen
- Successfully pass an interview, psychological evaluation, background investigation, and medical/drug screening.
- Possess sensitivity and good communication skills and able to work well with ALL members of the community
- Successfully complete the initial 40-hour training session
- Have reliable transportation, a good driving history, and current vehicle insurance
- Make a one-year commitment to the program
- Attend mandatory monthly meetings
- Be on call three shifts per month
WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR...

The Victim Services Unit (VSU) is looking for motivated, enthusiastic, outgoing individuals to join our extended family. Our team is responsible for making sure victims of crime are educated about their rights per the Colorado Revised Statute, but to also provide emotional support, education about the Criminal Justice system, and offer resources for long term support. Look below to see some of the fun things we have participated in and don’t wait to become a part of this fantastic law enforcement family.